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Woden's Advocacy: A,Dramatistib Analys of the YWCA Impe5ative

Women have functionedboth throughout,history a d in the

present -- as champions of minorit ies and subcultures; advocates.

The role of advocate that freems to be taken on more readily by the

one .sex may be related to the similar, traditional role of caretaker,

which has been so consistently "women's work." One who thoroughly

acquires he values of a caretaker might be expected top"care" for

individuals in need. Although many women presently reject

traditiOnal roles,"they continue to serve.as advocates for various

cultural groups that lack power.

The phenomenon of "new 'volunteerism" may be an exadiole of the

advocacy that is emerging out of the riejection,of the caretaker role.

Many women who ha:ie.suacessfuL professional careers have assumed the

responsibilities in tfie community that traditionally had been assumed

by homemakers extending the caretaker role. The "new volunteer',! may

s erve as board member, comma tee chair, guest ilecturer, fund raiser,

and_ so on, for non- profit organizations that contribute to the

'44 welfare of the communiIt0%,. 7

The Young Woinen's Christian Association (YWCA) is an agency of

and for women.that as beep promoting women's strengths and addre47

sing women's ..Concerns for.adr'one hunired years by-organizing

women for activism as well as activity. The YWCAs Statement of,

Purpose reflects its traditional roots in Christianity and suggests

a value bate that is nonthreatening, and Socially acceptable:

"The Young Women's Christian Association of the

United States of Ame rica,.a movement rooted to

the Christian fkith.as known in Jesus and nourished

by. the resources f that faith, seeks to respond to

the barrier-breaking love of. God in this day. The

,

Association draws' together into responsible member-
4

ship women and 'girls of diverse experiences and

faiths, that theirllives may be open to new
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`understanding and deeper relationships and that together

they may join n thesstruggle for peace and justice,

i freedom and dignity for all people."

. Founded in 1858, the YWCA is one of the oldest,"cOntinuing' '

. .

women's organizations. Traditionally, the association has engaged,,,

in "Christian" activities, that-might be 'construed as filling the

caretakers role in. the community (e.g. establishing recreational
A

an,0 residence cepters). In this capacity, members fOund their

services used most often by the society's disadvantaged people- -

that is, "minorities" by way of race, sex or socioeconomic class.

With the social welfare programs that emerged after the bepression,

the YWCA found the caretaker role to be less critical to their

clientele. The Association continued to perform some traditional

services, but came to serve most often the socially disadvantaged;

that is, women working in home. After the war ended, women returned

to the home, to careefor the family. The YWCA provided activities

to bring women together, socially and often pOliticaliy. the

isolation brought on by increased mobility and suburban housing

changed the nature of the membership toward a.largely middle - class,.

white:constitugrioy:

The feminist movement sgreadlthrough6the middle -class firgt,

as women began to reject their sexually-determined status in society.

Many returned to work, established theffiselVes professionally, or

became more politically active. Although. the YWCA always has been

an integrated organization,- the white majorlty'membership, in its

commitment to women's'rights and empowerment, Seemed dangerously"'

close" to forSatting theconcerns of minority members. Methbersbip

confrontedthe issue in Houston, 1910: "One can't bp both a racist

and a feminist. Feminism is a world view adiocating.a change in

the social order."' -All wqmen were clearly'nOtioenefitting equally

from feminist gains. 'the recognition of a cohilict between .

feminism and racism°prompted the adoption Of "The lip;',ImperatiVe,-q

which reveals a militancy that'intimates a recent ittituditl change

add. may well,. reflect a change in role identification and advocacy t

motive: 4,
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"To thrust o.ir .collective power toward the

elimination of ralism wherever it exists
,

.

( :

NI
and by any means necessary."

Kenneth Burke's pentad and his concept of identification

will be employed to analyze the Imperative and-to try to discover

the motive for this statement: Burke undertodk the construction
1 of/a. system to simplify the subject of\human motivation. He set

up a pentad of key terms that describe, the answers to five questans!

what was done (act), when or where (scene), who (agent),;, how aiency),

and why (purpose). AdditiVely, thl answers to the five questions

should constitute a c omplete statement about motives.2 The "gram:-

matical resources" 'found Aa the pentad,'when specificap.yused,

form stateffients.which describbphilosophies.2. As attributes of a

common substance (a symbolic act), the terms interrelate and may be

transformed by the philosophy in. use, to apply the principles in

a specific situation.4 The term which is emphasized in a situation

una6:analysis ofteh.pointt to the dominant philosophy. The motive,

'then, should be congstent with :that philosophy..5

The concept of identification as us ed by. Burke refers not only'

to explicit;, rhetorical 'design but....to the."ways Tn whfCh we spon- r'

taneously, intuitively, even unconsciously persuade ourselves,"0

4, Burke suggests searching for implicit modes of identification apart

from a.spe4fild role,. :Because modes of Identification_are so

critical in the formation of.identity (for an individual or group),
,

they can be powerful clues.to motivation. A dramatistic analysis. *

bounded by Burke's pentad technique'is a means of providing insights

_ into.the_mative for_the_advocacv expressed- in the_,YWCA Imperative.

The Rhetorical Act in Context A

(

The Proosals of the Imperative at the 1970 national -convention

of the YWCA in Houkon, Texas, although adopted by the delegates, was

met b"eslstance and alienated some members.? ret, suppoit for the ".

4

Imperative was strong enough'to secure its inclpsion with the YWCA's

"Statement of Purpose" and thus to serve as an emphatic public

.commitment that informs all policy. The verbal act performed in the

)



public statement of an'imperative emerged from serious consider tion

o the traditional and Christian burpose.of the YWCA. The act'

it elf ',is a specific response-to a conflict between the purpose

expressed as n ideal:N.g. "Justice,' "freedom," "dignity"), ad,

the reality of life for-minorities (injustice, limited opportunities,

indignity).

Each 'local organization is responsible for .mplementing the

Imperative. All facets ofYWCA activity are to be monitered by /

means of an Action Audit fo`Chanketpotess; Process is tie ongoing

responsibility of each local organization to measure their suetess

in expressing the Imperative through progrgM.
. lr

The Peptad' /
i /

. .

.

The Imperative can, be analyzed according to Burke's pentad as

follows:
C

-..4 ......_

1. Act: a militant, verbal stance assumed by a women's
.i
aorganization.expressing the intent to ctively

F

--,

h
9

pursue the elimination of racism (a statement

advocating equality for minorities).

2. Sce e: a hierarchical society in which racism and sexism
.

have been institutionalized to maintain labor
. -

and power. divisions:'. contradictions implied
.

V +0

in the use of such tactics in a "democratic" k
,

'. a .
...

society that officiglly promotes "equality"s
only recently Have been acknowledged.

Agent: the YWCA, an'estaNDFshed women:s organization that

hag subscribed -CO traditionally=ehristian values

while attempting to serve the changing needs of

-women as they are acknowledged. 40*

4. Agency: a public statement that is-continually reaffirmed

and supported. The statement,is employed aA a

-foundation\for all policy, new Or revised.,
/'

.InstAutionalized*supriort systems include: .an .1,

r

( "Action Audit for Change Process" served by_.
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Committees /in each local branch, a national

affirmative action policy involving active

minority recruitment, community outreach staff

positions,, --and conscientious'progr'am planning

to serve the needs of the minority "unity..

5. Purpose: to communicate a commitment to social equality.

Specifically, the community to be served(women,

youth, and "third world women and girls8) is

addressed; however, the message is meant to be

overheard so that the YWCA membership may be

construed as seriously purooseful%agents of change

who intend to "empower" the relatiVely powerless,

Ratio

The'interfaces that are formed among the related elements of

the pentad reVeal'various facets of the motive for the act. Burke

defines ratios as "principles of determination,"9 thai_is, one-element

forces the next to function'in a certain way. A few ratios have been,

chosen for their capacity to clarify motive.

Scene -- ,(purpose) -- act: The conflict between a racist society

and an organized stance against diScrimination requires the analtysis,

iof an intervening element. Between the.sceie (racist society)'ard

the act (anti - -racist statement),_the purpose (a committmeht_to Christian. j_

values of social equality) must have been addressed. the scene

required this particular act,. partly because of the intervening

purpose. The key characteristic of the scene that farces this

response is institutionalized inequility. The mild-expression

'hidden in the Statement Purpose ( "together they may join in

the struggle for peace and justice, freedom and dignity for all

people") had been the traditional response to the scene, but by

1970, was inadequate. The decade pribr to adoption,of the

Imperative set, the scene that prompted this partitular-adt,:

The early 1960s nourished the full blossoming.pf the civil

rright movement. Although it was essentially a nonkfiolent'.effort

for change', the rhetoric of the' movement came to be perceived

as militant (e.g. the slogan "we.shall overcome" may be construed
o

7
7



as a threat, although its context 'was usuall7 a softly chanted tune

accompanying marches or sit-ins).

Later in the preparatory '60s, the peace movement, emerging in

.nonviolence -( ",all we are ;saying is give peace a chance") struggled

. with the threat of violent factions (e.g. the Weathermen) to'Seduce

frustrated activists to militancy. At thecsame time; the feminist

movement experience& a'rebirth frOm long- dormant roots, and its

members identified with the movements that Were currently active.

Due, perhaps, to the temporalsequence of events;
.

for women's, liberation 'identified first with members of the peace

movement. Am example serves to illustrate this identifidation.

Women who had performed as counselors for .draft'resisters found

that supporting the equal rights'apendment (ERA) was consistent

with their original role. Accoiding to 4e rationale, the ERA
. ,

w9e1d make women eligible. for draft into the armed services, thus

increasing the number- of people able to actively resist the dr'aft,

and s increasing the likelihood of eliminatingithe draft.

The eight of anti = establishment activism appeared in the ,

4
year` 1970. The.student strike and the last of the mass marches.

for'peaae occurred in the spring of that year. Hypocrisy was

under fire, and that included inconsistencies between policy.

and action'. The scene foi the.actadopted,- then, was a situation

high confrontation, of activism, and' reaction to a racist, sexist

society.- The time was right for, organizations to introspectively

'take stock' in view of the changes expected by membership. The style
r

it of the act, a militant .stance, was determined by the scene in which

,it occurred, but a.question intrudes: why this act.fronr.this N 41:

organization and from no- comp'arable organization?

Althotigh the chain of elements culminates logically in an act', \
that attemptg to resolve the conflict between the larger scene and ,

P

the organization's purpose, an inconsistency in similar cases provided

welte to.the nature of the motive. If one considers Christian

service organizations thatare maId-dominated, one finds that,
. .

although the same scene-purpose chain must exist, a similar response

has not been enacted. The strengthof expression found in the YWCA
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Imperative is not to be found in comparable men's associations. An
JP

examination of.the scene's influence on the association as a women's

organizatiOn (agent) may clarify the difference in responses to the

. scene.
4

I

Scene -- agent: The scene,
.

as explicated abogei
.

was a.s.ituation
\

involving conflict betWeen a racist, sexist society and those

individuals, prepared by the movementgeof the '60s, who wanted to

change it. The agent, a womenis service association,-necessarily

changed in respohse to its membership which' emerged from .that scene.
.

. Burke has referred to the scene-agent form as deterministic;

.thatliS,.a policy has to be adopted in a given situation.1°.- In this

situation, those most affected by the scene (minorities and women7

were also those most likely to constitute the membership of the,

agent, the YWCA. Although white, middle class women made up the

bulk of membership, the confrontation 'by minority members at the

rnational conference U)roed the members to consider action. Lip .

serv ice had been rendered to .advocacy for ainorities, but no

tangible'action'had been taken. The YWCA had-always'been feminist

ilOheor§, and its Members were becoming more vocal and active

feminists in,fact, followj.ng the examples set in the '60s. In "
recognition of the shared experiences of women and minorities, and

a shared conflict with the existing scene, membership acknowledged

that "one can't be both a racist and a feminist "

The scene produced the confrontation consisting of the conflict
.

between femini'm and racism, which could only be presented to a

-Axgent--=-eapatfcomiarehenctig-tipont-hatcorr-f-1-io-t . at

.\

agent, a women's service association dedicated to Christian valpes

of justice and freedom, had to retolve the conf4ct raised between

laissez-faire racism and the new advocacy for equality ni.4-ompted by

femjinism.

Agent -- (purpose) -- act: The agent has been defined in terms

of its purpose (activity for and'by women based on thlristian values)
. .

as well as its membership. The organization's Statement of Plirpose,

. although distinct conceptually from the pentadic purpose for the act,
4

has been addressed by its mNbers,in terms of action: to 'draw

/ 4

9
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together >. . women and girls" that they may "struggle Por peace
and justite,: freedom and dignity for all people." The ImperAtive

Purpose; and fact it is a more militant extension of that

(act) is seen by the members. as Stemming form the Statement of

Purpose with homer, a different philosophical base (see
:PhilosOphical Transformation) than,the formal Statement of Purpose..
.The pentadic purpose also inclddes the construction of a new public'
image for the oiganizatiori: The ageht's response-to the'scene, in
recognition of its urpose: had-to be a public statement of `policy

_

in a strong, milit nt style desigffed to promote activism. The
agent's fethinist base required a strong commitment to minority
advocacy in order to reinfoice its advocacy of social chitge.
^4 Not 'only was the act a product of its scene, it was specifically

The confrontation displaying the implicit identification. between 1

the product 'of,feminist women serving both women and minorities.

women and minorities, on th basis f social inequities, forced
the organization to adolit a -c ar statement of advocacy and then toa

?follow through.

Act -- agency: Since the adoption of the Imperative, systems

have been constituted to ensure that change will occur and progress
will be made -- that is, that,;ihe power of-the'YWCAwill be used

to eliminate racism. I,n recognition of.the fact that many commit-
ments of the 1960s faded into apathy, the national organization--
required an Action Audit for Change Process to be set up in each
lobal association. That piocess involves periodic reports of:
specific progress made in recruiting minority involvement in "the
YWCA, community audits and.programs,designed to empower minorities.

The act, or verbal- stance, was stated stylistically and

publicized such that inactivity invitedselNre criticisinc and

recrimination. The commitment to act ("thiiSt our collecti4
power").in an all-inclusive manner ("wheKever it exists and by

any means necessary") to eliminate racism demanded flow- through..,
\ The act made by this particular agent -(agent-act .form).determined

the form of the agency in institutionalized s ms.
.

1 0
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As is the case with all forms A YWCA activity, the agency

(how it is done) is manifest in committees, policyconcerning

recruitment and employment, staff assignmefits, comthunity'analyseg

and involvement, and program design. Specifically; this act

A (the Imperative) reRiredthe 'Action Audit for Change Process to,

document, changes in behavior.and thus support the advocacy

- commitment' expressed.

Act -- (agency) agent:\Intheidtgryening years, -the act --

agent ratio as evblVed in a sequential_relationShip. 11 The act,

.perfoitecti% 1970/and processed since then in terms,bf the agency,'

has changeWand continues to change the agegt. Indeed, the agency
ensures c44e in the7a:ienUtthe degree that the agent (local

YWCAs) entolres the act and-so employs the agency. Specifically,.

the YWCA thA-publicizes the Imperative and documents change is .

-likely to be the YWCA with a healthy minority membership, feminist

orientation and commitment to minority advocacy.
.

"
The' Motive

.40 -4

' The Moth e may be clarified by Burke4s concept of identification

as a "shariAi of the same substance."1-2 The substance women share
.

with third-world ,peopl_e or victims_of_racism-ls-anegative-substance,

a lack of power. Women, too, are considered a "minority" (truly,a
.

misnomer) inthat minority has been redefined as underprivileged --
i.e., le ' powersful. Women respond differently to powerless.

minorities than do non-minority men because they identify with

minorities in their sharing of the lack.of power.

The style of the act reinforces the "minority" identification.

The militancy and force of the verbal expression is akih to the

rhetoric'of Minority activist groups, particularly those that
ft

bloomed in the 1960s when the contradictions between real and ideal

social policies were exposed and criticized. The severity of the

problems for minorities prompted draStic acts designed to shock

toward Mbvement (e.g. mass marches, riots, prOtests). In similar'. ,.-,

11
r



fashion, the style of the-YWCA's act is designed to prom

for change.

The accepted'symbols of authority (male ma 'jority) haVe beqn

rejected An the act totserve identification as well'.. Implied in

lOi

e activity

the eliMination of racism.is a rejection of any authority thai

persists in racist practices and an acceptance of.the' victims 'of

racism. In the process of identifidation,racism is.rejedted as

the dotnterpart to sexism.

Philosophical Transformation. -

As noted in the'lintroduction4 the are6 covered by =the five

terms.in the "grammar of motives" overlap. Thus several areas

may merge or all five may be.reduced to a common "ancestor."13,

The term that emerges as primary or essential, from which all

others may,be-deduced, is considered the "featured term" which '

reflects the philosophy dominating the pentad.

For each featured term, Burke distinguished ,a corresponding

philosophical terminology. Using his schema, one limy state the.
- philosophy dominating the rhetorical act. A comparison of the

featured term in the older Statement of Purpose with the perm

emphaiZedin the more recent Imperative will demanttrate a.

:change in the philosophymotivating the association's rhetorical

actst
.

TheTStatement-o0purposei-true to its label, emphasizes .

purpose or the answer to "why?". With,an introductory mod to

agent ("The Young Vomefi's Christian Association of the United .

States of America, ") the sstatetent-quickly overwhelms the agent

with'purpose ("a movement rooted,in the Christian

in Jesus and nourished-by the resources pf that f

to an obscureaCt tied firmly to the stated purpos

faith as known

ith, ") and moves

('Jseeks-to

.4'

respond to thp barrier-breaking love of God in th's day. "). The

agency is broadly sketched ("The Association dra together into

responsible member6hip women and girls of div se experiences and

faiths,")followed by .i'inore.detailed expreSsion of'purpose ("that

t

1 2-

.

,11

,,Ww."
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their lives may be open tonew underttanding and deeper relation-
ships and that together they may join in the struggle for peace
and justice, freedom and dignity for)all people. ")t

Purpose dominates the more established StatemAt of Purpose
and thus claims Burke, pointi to a philosophy of mysticism marked
by unity of the individual with'sOme "universal purpose."14 The
transcendent vision in this case is rooted in Christian faith,
submersion in which may elp compensate for doubts about huMan

V.
purpose. Mystical philosophies'appear in times of confusion about
the nature of human purpose, thus the faith in a cosmic purpose .

'. to guide human agents. Mysticism is often a "mark of transition,"15
4

a-sign that a new structure is needed to organize human life.
In this case, the unsatisfied need is for sociocultural equal

opportunity= The transition,period, prompted by the scene, consisted
of a period of questioning established beliefs and demanding action.

The. response to confrontation of the YWCA's mystical purpose was
the Imperative, dominated by agency. Agent and act are briefly
stated. but withstrength ("To thrust our collective power) followed
by a very specific purpose, ("toward the elimination of racism"),

s an all=inclusive reference to scene ("wherever it exists") and'
concluded by a pwerful and threatening agency ("and by any means
necessary."). Agency was chosen as the featured term, not only
because its exprestive style dominates-the Imperative (i.e.
militarist4and action7Orienied), but because that final phrase
was the subject of most of the controversy surrounding the Imperative's
adoption.

Prigmatic philosophies are generated by featuring agency. The
means or meihods'are emphasized in 'pragmatics while the ends or
goals are ttressed in mysticism.

The conflict raised in 1970 between the mystical goal of
equality and the reality of inequality manifest in institutionalized
racism and sexism proved to be the pivotal point in the transition
period., A philbtophidal transformation from mysticisth to pragmatism

was demanded by the nature of the conflict: Although vague, the
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. mystical purpdse expressed an acceptable, worthwhile goal, but lacked,
2.

methdd. The inactivity fostered by such a philosophy inevitably

resulted-iri-d shift to pragmatism and-its accompanying emphasis, .

onhe means to accomplish a more specific purpose: the elimination'

L., :of racism.

The pragmatism of the act ,is borne out by the reality of the"
t

identification arid the effectiveness of the agency. Women do
4

indeed have much in common with powerless groups, yet.have'come

to recognize the possibilities *for strength in numbers and-the

"-contradiction of the term "minority" for women. The agency

subserving the motive consists of organizing activities to pool

the, resources of "minorities " - toward collective power.

The motive for, minority advocacy, then; is the sharing of

.,- . power among those who have little power alone. The value of

advocacy for women lies in the collective power that advocacy

promises. Women who,are pdiitive change agents for a cause

(e.g. the elimination of racism) becom$ more personally powerul .

individuals as they feel the power of the group.working,with them.

Caretakers may lack po.wer yet be capable of giving strength ta,.
-11 .

`others. Advocacy, however,4,. implikes'that the advocate has power to .

share. Women, remembpring the e erience of powerlessness, can1
boost their collective power by s ring it with other groups that

also are growing from a powerless- state. Rejecting the caretaker

role along with the powerless state in which they performed that role,

'many women are assuming the role of advocate as a positive, p9wer-
.

sharing identity.. The YWCA Imperative exemplifies the'new _advocacy

that women have embraced, embodied in the motive or '.-ower-shariag.
., .

r-,

The Imperative As A Rhetorical Act

A

The elimination of sexism may appear to be a mbre logical

pufPose; at first glance, for a women's association than'the

elibination of racism. However, the scene was set such that

an exclusively feminist stance could.beaconstrued as a rejection

_14
9
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of minority concerns. Women, still sensitive to the treatment they

had received as "minorities," identified with the people voicing
.114

4 those concerns.

Of particular concern was-the condescension apparent/in

the relational. role aAilined by,the dominant racial group toward
'. minorities.- The traditional role of- caretaker, rooted in,

mystical philoSophy', could, no longer serve in its social capacity
, as a "higher" purpose for.whites/(tOward minorities) or for women

.
(toward children, family and community).

The demands of the transition to a new pragmatic'philosophy,.
brought on by the confusion of changingscene, called forth a
role thbA better suited the identifications women were choosing

and minorities were demanding. 'AdVocaey, backed by power - Sharing,

was the method demanded by the situation and responded to in the

'rhetoric of a liew philosophy.

The YWQA, as'an organizati4 uniquely capable of responding
.to4tfie needs' of women and minorities, was the only agency of its

kind.to do so. The-Imperative, in its pragmatism, includes its

method in the purpose bf the rhetorical act. Its effectiveness

was:ensurea at inception by the/public nature of the act, its

militant style and systamatized audit process. After ten years,

the national newsletter, "YWCA Interchange," continues to publish
. articles ,dealing with the fitht against racism and to feature

A

'the Imperative prominently in each issue.

,The IMperative will continue to effectively serve the

power-sharing motive for advocacy in the YWCA until such time4

as the YWCA philosophy, and accompanying motive, again undergo-
.

and call forth a new - rhetorical act.
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